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The limited evidence availahle concerning scale effects on 
Control-surface derivatives suggests a general tendency for in-phase 
hinge-moment derivatives to increase when Reynolds number increases but to 
decrease sharply when boundary-layer transition is artificially fixed. Damping 
(in-quadrature) derivatives in two-dimensional tests seem to follow a similar 
pattern, but with three-dimensional models, neither an increase in Reynolds 
number nor fixing boundary-layer transition appears to have any significant 
effect. It is therefore tentatively concluded that provided boundary-layer 
separation is not a feature of the flow, wind-tunnel tests should be done without 
fifing boundary-layer transition. However, it is emphasised that this conclusion 
is based on results from a limited number of papers and further measurements 
should be made, in which Reynolds number is systematically varied over a wide 
range with and without a means for fixing boundary-layer transition. 
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1. Introduction 

There is a need for wind-tunnel measurement of aerodynamic forces due 
to oscillating controls because at present theoretical treatment of the problem 
has limited. practical application, particularly for high subsonic speeds. 
Furthermore the behaviour of an oscillating control is conditioned by the nature 
of the boundary layer on the aerofoil, so greater reliance must be placed on the 
results of wind-tunnel measurements in order that empirical methods may be 
formulatea for modifying potential theory to allow for viscous effects. The 
final requirement is information appropriate to flight conditions. Most 
wind-tunnel tests are made at considerably lower Reynolds numbers than those of 
full scale so the question arises as to horn well the wind tunnel measurements 
represent forces appertaining to free flight. 

In steady flow it has long been recognised that wind-tunnel tests of 
models at low Reynolds numbers may not produce results consistent with 
full-scale flight; for most flight conditions of importance the boundary layer 
on the oomponents of an aeroplane will be principally turbulent, whdeas a 
laminar boundary layer is often obtained on the greater part of scaled-down 
replicas. Indeed, it has become the practice to add roughness on the forward 
part of small wind-tunnel models to ensure that the boundary ls,yer is turbulent, 
thereby avoiding possibilities of latinar separations. This device is not 
entirely satisfactory, as noted by Lovin$ for instance, because the boundary 
layer so obtained may be much thicker relative to model chord than is the 
natural turbulent boundary layer in flight. Consequently for a wing at transonic 
speeds with a local supersonic region of flow terminated by a shock, the position 
of the shook wave may be forward of the position appropriate to flight. On the 
other hand, if natural transition occurs on a model the turbulent boundary layer 
may be too thin relative to model chord in which case the shock wave could be 
aft of its position appropriate to flight. With subcritical flow also, an 
unrepresentative pressure distribution may be obtained in a wind-tunnel due to 
incorrect boundary-layer simulation. 

The present review is an attempt to assess experimental measurements 
of oscillatory control-surface derivatives in which Reynolds number and/or 
position of boundary-layer transition are varied. The evidence is so sparse that 
no firm conclusion can be reached concerning the influence of scale effects on 
the wind-tunnel tests. Nevertheless, some trends seem to be present and these 
indicate that results of certain two-dimensional tests might be more affected 
than three-dimensional measurements: two-dimensional measurements are therefore 
considered first in Section 3. From the available three-dimensional results 
discussed in Section 4, it appears that the in-quadrature hinge-moment 
derivatives are not particularly sensitive to changes in the boundary layer on 
the wing. 

2. General Notes 

Following an extensive literature search, it is apparent that there is 
little experimental information concerning oscillatory control-surface 
derivatives, and that only a fen of these published measurements include changes 
in Reynolds number alone or changes m boundary-layer condition. Furthermore, the 
author has found only a handful of papers which consitir derivatives other than 
oscillatory control or tab moments. 
Curran' and Alolyneux and Ruddlesdons 

Typical of these sre papers by Guyett and 
where wing forces sre measured directly, 

and papers by Bergh' andHatrichs where oscillatory pressures are integrated to 

obtain/ 
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obt*in the aerodynamic forces due to control deflection. With steady flow the 
*itu*tion i* improved and the results discussed in Sections 3 and 4 include 
some steady ~e*SUrWm?nts Of scale effect on the rates of change of various 
forces with control deflection: any such effect should also be applicable to 
in-Phase components of corresponding oscillatory forces unless the frequency 
parsmeter is large. Table f oontains a summary of direct experimental evidence, i.e., 
experiments which show the effects of a change in Reynolds number and/or'the 
effects of fixing boundary-layer transition. For two-dimensional flow it seems 
that the magnitude of hinge-moment derivatives tends to increase with Reynolds 
number but to decrease when boundary-layer transition is artificially fixed. 
In three-dimensional tests the in-phase derivatives appear to behave in a similar 
WaY but the in-quadrature derivatives do not change in value. 
referred to in Table 1 

Other papers not 
cover a wide range of parameters such as model planform, 

model and control-surface section, hinge-line position etc., but independent tests 
on compatible models have been made in only two casesm'34. In Ref.33, the hinge 
moments due to a full-span flap on a half-delta wing are measured in a 
wind-tunnel giving a Reynolds number (based on root chord) of about 3 x IO', 
whilst in Ref.34 the results are given of a flight test on a similar half-model 
giving a Reynolds number of about 10 x 10'. Unfortunately, the flight test 
used a decaying oscillation technique with only a few cycles suitable for analysis 
at a given flight condition. The reliability of the measurements is therefore 
questionable. 

Table 1 includes the values of Reynolds number based on wing chord for 
the models tested. It can be seen that increases achieved in the experiments 
are sometimes quite small compared with typical full scale values. In particular 
for the two-dimensional tests the maximum increase in Reynolds numbers is from 
the range 1.2~10' to 3.7~10~ to the range 3.0x.10' to 9.2x10', but this 
caused seriously large changes in measured hinge moments. Since a full-scale 
Reynolds number might exceed 15 x IOs, the implication is that two-dimensional 
tests may not give representative values of aerodynamic forces due to an 
oscillatory control. This is discussed further in Section 3. The results for 
three-dimensional flow cover a satisfactory range of Reynolds number and the 
trends of scale effects on aerodynsmic forces should be realistic although there 
are only two casesas$3E where oscillatory derivatives are measured both at a low 
Reynolds number and at a value appropriate to full-scale conditions. 

3. Two-Dimensional Tests 

The experiments reported in Refs.6, 7 and 8 contain many similar 
features. ViighP.’ measured oscillatory control derivatives for a wing-flap-tab 
system in which a symmetric 15 g thick aerofoil with s 20$ flap and 4.27: tab was 
testedatlowspeeds(V < 200 ft/sec, 61 / m set) in a 9 ft x 7 ft (2.75 m x 2.14 m) 
tunnel at frequencies in the range 0.22 < v < 3.14. Andreopoulos et ale 
likewise measllred control derivatives for a wing-fla;p-tab system in which a 
symmetric 10% thick aerofoil with a l+L$ flap and IO/a tab was tested at speeds up 
to Z&O ft/sec (73 m/set) in a 12 ft x 8.5 ft (3.66 D x 2.59 m) tu~el *t 
frequencies in the ran e 
model PIEM 30 in (76 cm k 

0.5 < V < 4. In both cases the total chord of the 
. If any scale effects are present their influence on the 

values of the measured derivatives ought to have similar trend8 in the two Cases. 
The results in Ref.8 show the changes in derivatives due to sn increase in ReYnblds 
number obtained by raising the tunnel stagnation Pressure from 1 atmosphere to 
2.5 atmospheres: transition of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent 
was "natural" since there was no roughness band on the model. might's result&' 
were obtained at a constant stagnation pressure but it is argued that, in the 
absence of oompressibility effects at the low speeds used,,changes caused by an 
increase in tunnel speed with constant frequency Parameter are effectively those 
due to an increase in Reynolds number; the values of Reynolds number lay in the 
range 1 x IO’ < Re < 3 x IO'. An investigation was also made of the effect of 
fidng transition to turbulence at various chordwise positions on the model. 

Measured/ 
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Meesured rlerivative.qAomRef.8 ere illustrated In Fig.1 where hinge 
moment due to flap 0~0illati0n is pl0tted against flPq~cncy parameter. It 
9hould be noted that the large scatter in the results is partly a00 to 
m8gdfiea mdhg D=~O~S d.~i.ng from the OalOuZatiOn 0f stiffness ana aamping 
from values of parameters proporLiona1 to P times stiffness ana v times 
damping which were plotted against an inverted frequency paramster. The 
information given in Ref.8 is not sufficient to enable the renrler to 
differentiate between the separate affects of Reynolds numhnr and frequency, 90 
a direct comparison cannot be mode with the results of Ref.7 because Wight show9 
clearly that the reriuced velocity is not a universal parameler, i.e., for a 
given value of Y Mfferent values of the dsrivative can be obtained as speed 
and frequency are appropriately varied. Hence, the results in Ref.8 are 
examined for an indication of changes assOO+atea with the increase in stagnation 
pressure at a given value of the reduced frequency. The test9 were apparently 
done et speeds in the range 80 ft/sec (24 m/see) -z V < 240 ft/sec (73 m/set) 
90 the Beynolas number with atmospheric stagoation pressure varies from about 
1.2 x Id to 3.7 x IO', and with a 9tagnationpras9ure of 2.5 atmospheres the 
range becomes approximately 3.0 x IO' < Re < 9.7 x 10'. Fig.1 shows a consistent 
increase in value of the damping derivative with Reynolds number increase anti a 
similar pattern can be seen for the cross-derivative tab dnmping due to flap 
oscillation in Fig.2. However, for the stiffness (In-phase) derivatives in 
Figs. 1 and 2, it i9 difficult to see any reliable trend although the values 
of - h with Y < 1.2 increase consistently with increased Reynolds number. 

P 
Measurements of the flap torque due to tab oscillation and tab torque due to tab 
oscillation were not noticeably affected by changes in Reynolds number. 

It is seen in Fig.3 that the value of hinge-moment damping measured by 
Wight% also increase9 with Reynolds number provided transition is fixed 
although changes in the stiffness derivative h are small. Of the remaining 
derivatives 00daeraa (t , t., h , h ?, ta, tg)'o~y hf' homases with Reynolds 
number, the others are pr~ct&all$ unchanged. Howeve:, when Reynolds number is 
kept constant serious changes may occur on fixing transition as can be seen in 
Figs.4 ma 5. Natural transition occurred at0.68 c moving fomara to 0.65 0 
at the highest npeed and tests were made with transition fixed first at 0.4 o 
and then at 0.1 0. With the exception of the cross-derivatiV.9 t , the in-phase 
derivatives sharply decrease at all speeda as transition is moved forwardi 
damping derivatives likewise decrease (with the exception of t ) at the lowest 
speed but the effect is reduced as Reynolds number increases. k., RS 9hz 
in Fig.5, if the frequency is sufficiently low at the higher speeds, Ehen the 
damping can increase with f0mma movement of transition. 

The trend9 from these results appear to indicate that tests at low 
speed9 should not be made with transition artificially fixed on a model unless 
the frequency of oscillation is low. Damping derivatives measured with small 
Reynolds number will probably be low in value, but, at most frequencies, fixing 
transition to simulate a full-scale turbulent boundary layer decreases the 
damping still further. For the stiffness derivatives, fixing transition 
seriously decreases their valuea at all frequencies of oscillation whereas with 
natural transition there are usually only small increases over the range of 
Reynolds number achieved in Refs.6, 7 and 8. Bryant ana Batson* report 9ome 
steady-flow measurements on a wing-flap model having the same section and dimensions 
8s the model used by Wight. The Reyncrlds number was I x IO’ and it is again shown 
that the value of ac@ (equivalent 

B 
1.0 2h ) sharply aeOreases as the position of 

B 

boundary-layer/ 
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I .  

boundary-layer transition is moved fonmrd; they also measured the lift 
associated with flap deflection and found that dC 
transition is fixed on the model. JP 

d lIkewiSe decreases when 

steady-flow tests at the high Reynolds number 
14 x 10s for a 12,. thick low-drag aerofoil with a 2@$ flap are discussed in 
Ref.10. Nab~rsl transition occurred at mid-chord and fixing transition with a 
roughness band at the leading edge reduced dC /d by &;6 and dC /cl by 23. These 

H P L B 
changes are somewhat less than those at low Reynolds number but are in the same 
direction. 

Since the low-speed tests discussed so far do not include any results 
measured with high angles of incidence, it is probable that there are no cases 
involving boundary-layer separation. It follows that the main influence of the 
boundary layer manifests Itself as an effective thickening of the aerofoil, so 
it is important in small-scale tests to obtain a representative boun ary-layer d 
thickness. This would explain mhy the results indicate that transition should 
not be artificially fixed because this would almost certainly give a turbulent 
boundary layer which is thicker relative to model chord than would be obtained 
on R full scale. However, when tests are made at high subsonic speeds with a 
region of supercritical flow on the model terminated by a shock, it may be 
essential to ensure that the boundary layer is turbulent because of the 
substantial differences which may arise between laminar and turbulent shock-wave 
boundary-layer interaction. This could be particularly true for investigations 
of control-surface buzz because the behaviour of en oscillating flap is often 
Closely associated with the motion of the shock wave on the aerofoilii, Several 
investigations have been made of scale effects on steady-flow measurements, but 
no criteria that can reliably be applied to oscillatory tests have been 
suggested for the simulation of full-scale conditions. Harrini2 reports large 
differences between pressure distributions for laminar and turbulent boundary 
layers ahead of a shock at a Reynolds number of 3 x10', whilst in a 
corresponding flight test given g a Reynolds number of about 20 x 10s there was 
little Change in pressure distribution when boundary-layer transition was fixed 
near the leading edge. Furthermore he notes that the distribution at the low 
Reynolds number with a turbulent boundary layer was very similar to that in the 
full-scale test. Conversely, as noted earlier, Loving reports a comparison 
between tests at low Reynolds number and a flight test which showed that the 
best agreement was obtained with no transition on the model. He suggests that 
rhen transition was fixed in the tunnel test the resulting turbulent boundary 
layer was too thick relative to model chord. Haines et aps alsonote this source 
of error in fixing transition at low Reynolds number but suggest that the 
boundary layer will not be too thick provided the Reynolds number is greater 
than about 1.8 x 10s. In a recent paper, Pearcey et ap4 show that this criterion 
remains valid only when adverse pressure gradients downstream of the shock are not 
strong enough to influence the overall flow pattern. In such cases, the pattern 
of development depends primarily on changes in the immediate vicinity Of the 
shock, and more on those in the external flow adjacent to the Separating boundary 
layer than on those in the boundary layer itself. The whole shock-induced 
phenomenon is then relatively insensitive to scale effects and to differences in 
boundary-layer thickness or profile provided that the boundary layer is turbulent 
at the separation point. But when rear separation is already present or 
incipient when the shook and the separation at the foot of the shock appear, 
this modulates the rate and magnitude of the development, and in many cases 
dominates it. Small changes in the disturbance at the foot of the shock, 
resulting from differences in the thickness or profile of the boundary layer 
approaching the shock, assume greater significance than they otherwise Would. 
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It is suggested that the measurements by Loving evolved a flovi of the latter 
type, but no recommendation is made ns to what minimum value of Reynolds number 
should be used to eliminate such effects. Blackwellis describes an approach 
in which these scale effects are avoided by properly locating the point of 
boundary layer transition on a model. The required location is predicted by 
theoretically simulating the boundary-layer characteristics at the aerofoil 
trailing edge using a theoretical model of a subcritical port-lnminar 
part-turbulent boundary layer. _ But the point is made in Ref.14 that as 
attention moves from chise lift coefficients with shock ws.ves that are well 
aft on the chord to higher lift coefficients andlower Mach numbers for which 
shocks approach the leading edge, so the range of difference in trensition 
position that is available for compensating the effects of Reynolds number 
becomes smaller and smaller. 

Despite the uncertainties in the specification of <he position at which 
transition should be fixed on some small-scale models, these results with steady 
flow suggest that most wind-tunnel tests at high subsonic speeds should be made 
with a turbulent boundary layer. Nakamura and Uoodgate Is fixed transition at 
the leading edge of their model in a recent investigation of control-surface 
buzz. 'They used a 10s thick symmetric aerofoil with a 25:'! flap and the 
Reynolds number of the tests NBS varied progressxvely from 1.6 x IO' to 
3.2 x I@ by increasing tunnel stagnation pressure. As seen in Fig.6 there are 
substantial changes in the value of the damping derivative (note that damping 
is negative) and for values of the frequency parameter less than about 0.36, 
there are also substantial increases in hinge-moment stiffness when Reynolds 
number is increased. The latter result is similar in trend to the low-speed 
results ~soussed earlier when, as in Fig.1 for instance, it was only for the 
lower frequencies that hinge moment noticeably varied with Reynolds number. 
Loised reports that in some measurements of hinge-moment damping on 8 674 
thick two-dimensional nerofod with B 3~76 flap, instability was obtained at 
about M = 0.92. However, when boundary-layer transition was fixed on the model 
the instability disappeared: the Reynolds number at this speed was about 
3.8 x 10'. A similar trend has been found by Uighztis for a IO& thick FUE 102 
section with a 25s flap. The Reynolds number of the tests was about L5 x IO' 
and it is clear in Fig.7 that the tendency for instabillty is much reduced when 
transition is fixed near the leading edge: it can also be seen that the positive 
demping at the lower speeds is considerably reduced. It j.s known that this is an 
example in which the character of the shock boundary-layer interaction is changed 
on fixing transition from .a laninar to a turbulent separation. Assuming that 
the RAE 102 serofoil tested at zero incidence is not subject to the rear 
separation of the hi&ly loaded sections mentioned in Ref.14, then the results 
in Fig.7 with transition fixed are likely to be more representative of full scale 
than the results with laminar boundary-layer separation which gave much the 
larger negative damping. !&en .a thinner (4,o serofoil having a 25,: flap with a 
thick trailing edge was tested, the results reproduced in Fig.8 show that 
damping was not consistently changed on fixing transition except at Mach numbers 
less than about Id = 0.85 when,as opposed to the trend in Fig.7, transition 
increased the damping: the stiffness derivative was reduced at all speeds. 

It is clear that there can be significant scale effects present in 
two-dimensional tests at high subsonic speeds, but there is insufficient 
evidence in Refs.16-18 to show whether or not conditions with transition fixed 
are more representative of full scale. Intuitively, it seems likely that in 
the cases discussed, e turbulent boundary layer is essential. Even with 
transition fired, Ref.16 shows that the results may still vary with Reynolds 
number. 
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4. Three-Dimensional Tests 

Table 1 shows that relevant three-dimensional experiments cover a 
wide range of Reynolds numbers and mod of the results follow simjlar trends. 
In general the damping derivative is not sensitive either to a change in 
Reynolds number or to changes in the boundary layer caused by artificially 
fixing boundary-lsysr transition. But when transition is fixed the stiffness 

i derivative - h 
P 

decreases in value, and there is a tendency for its value to 
increase when Reynolds number increases. Of the two papersi" a' which do not 
conform to the general pattern, that by Loise&s does not represent a 
full-scale three-dimensional flow becsuse tests are made on s two-dimensional 
6% thick airfoil having a 30$ flap with span equal to one sixth of tunnel span. 
As might be expected, the behaviour of the damping derivative, shown in Fig.?, 
is similar to the trends of the two-dimensional tests discussed in Section 3; 
the main effect of fixing transition is a small decrease in the value of the 
damping derivative at low speeds, and 8 marked reduction in the tendency for 
instability around M = 0.95. The stiffness derivative in Fig.lOa is 
oonsistently reduced in magnitude at subsonic speeds, and for transonio speeds 
in Fig.lOb this leads to 8 serious increase in the speed range for divergenoe. 
There is no obvious reason why the trends in Ref.20 should differ from the 
other available results. A 5s thick swept fin with full-span 25% rudder WBB 
tested at Reynolds numbers which ranged from 1.4 x IO' to 5.0 x IO' as tunnel 
stagnation pressure was changed from 0.25 atmospheres to 0.70 atmospheres 
with tunnel speeds 0.6 < M < 1.2. As seen in Figs.lla and Ilb both stiffness 
and damping derivatives noticeably decrease in value when Reynolds number is 
increased although the Mach number for instability in Fig.lib is preotically 
unchanged. 

Consider now the more general changes in hinge moments due to fixing 
the position of boundary-layer transition. With the aforementioned exceptions 
the evidence outlined in Table 1 indicates a decrease in the stiffness 
derivative - h 

B 
with negligible effects on damping. Guyett and Currana 

desaribe some oscillatory force measurements on a modified cro ped-delta wing 
having .s horn-balanced control surface with constant chord 2 4 o of mean wing chord. 
Transition was fixed with wires at distance 25% of local chord from the wing 
leading edge and the test Reynolds number varied between 0.35 x IO" and 
1.4 x IO". It can be seen in Fig.12 that transition has no significant effect 
on hinge-moment damping but, particularly at the higher frequencies and 
amplitude of oscillation, the value of derivative - h B 

is decreased. One might 

note thath 
B 

is positive for this wing which has a large horn balance with 81~8 
ahead of the hinge line approximately equal to 35$ of the control surface erea 
aft of the hinge line. A loss of load downstream of the hinge increases the 
positive hinge-moment stiffness which is in the same sense as R decrease of 
negative hinge-moment stiffness. Measurements were else made of wing 
oscillatory lift and pitching moments due to control deflection. The derivatives 

"a 
and m 

P 
showed little dependence on frequency but consistently increased 

in magnitude by up to 5% when transition was fixed. Changes in the corresponding 
damping derivatives Lb, ma were dependent on the amplitude of osoillntion, and 

transition increased damping when p s So but decreased damping when p = 4c. 

The lack of a change in damping is particularly interesting in the work 
of Lmbourne et alai because their tests were made at quite low Reynolds numbers. 
As mentioned in Section 2, fixing transition with a Reynolds numbe'r < IO' 
probably gives a turbulent boundary layer which is much thicker relative to chord 
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length than is a true full-scale turbulent boundary layer. Lambourne measured 
the aerodynamic hinge moments of a 42;! horn-balanced elevator on an unswept 
tailplane; the erea of the horn-balance ahead of the hinge line in this case was 
only 3.87: of the area behind the hinge line. The Reynolds number varied from 
0.085 x IO’ to 0.254. x IO’ as speed increased from 20 ft/sec (61 cm/set) to 
60 ft/sec (183 cm/set) and results were obtained with and without a transition 
wire at approximately mid-chord. On fixing transition, hinge stiffness 

' decreased from a mean value hP= -0.59 to h = -0.53 but damping was not 
Moseiey and Gainer" 

P 
noticeably changed. made an extensive investigation of a 
series of swept and unswept wings having ratios of wing thickness to chord 
from 0.04 to 0.10 and having constant 30$ chord flap-type control surfaces. 
Oscillatory hinge moments were measured through a speed range 0.60 d M c 1.02, 
giving Reynolds numbers from about 1.10 x IO’ to 1.35 x IO', for oscillation 
amplitudes up to 12'. Although the majority of the tests were d.ane with a 
Carborundum roughness band added at the leading edge, some measurements were 
made with natural transition. It is shown in Fig.11 of Ref.22 that the 
3tiffne33 derivatives are consistently reduced in magnitude when transition is 
fixed, but whilst there are a few instances of substantial changes in damping, 
there is no overall trend in the results and it 13 concluded that in general 
the effect of boundary-layer transition on damping is negligible. Reese"3 
likewise finds that fixing transition at the leading edge of an aspect ratio 2 
triangdar wing has a negligible effect on hinge-moment damping as can be seen 
in Fig.13. The wing had a control surface with constant chord about one fifth 
of wing mean chord and tests were made at oscillation amplituaes up to 5' over 
Mach number range3 0.6 to 0.9 and 1.3 to I.9 with Reynolds number fixed at 
1.86 x IO’. There is a lnrge scatter in the results both with and without 
transition fixed, but no evdence of a boundary-layer effect. 

Finally, the effect of transition as measured in two related 
steady-flow teats is briefly considered. The model is an unswept wing having a 
25$ control surface and was tested by Johnsona at speeds in the range 
0.65 E Id s 1.10 with 0.5 x IO’ s Re < 0.9 x IO’. \/hen a roughness band was 
added near the leading edge dC /d h p, dCL/ap ana d$/d were reduced at all speeds. 

In rocket model tests of a similar wing English's 
P 

measured the rate of roll due to 
a fixed control deflection of 5" over a speed range 0.7 b M Q 1.5 mith Reynolds 
number varying from about 2.0 x IO' to 5.8 x IO'. The rolling effectiveness of 
the control was reduced when transition was fixed near the leating edge, and it 
was lower for a wing with a roughness strip formed bg a series of ridges than for 
the wipg with solid projections of half the height of the ridges. 

The experiments descrxbed in Refs.21 and 26 mere done with tunnel 
speeds V d 60 ft/seo (152 cm/set) such Chat for a given frequency parameter, 
changes due to an increase in tunnel speed are effectively those due to an 
increase in Reynolds number. Lambourneal notes little change in hinge-moment 
stiffness with frequency parameter, but when Reynolds number is increased from 
0.13 x IO’ to 0.25 x10’ the stiffness lnoreaaes by nearly lO$ there is no 
measureable change in the damping derivative. -d Scruton et al- tested an unsrrept 
large-aspect-ratio wing having an outboard aileron with chord approximately 233 
of local chord. In this case, an increase in Reynolds from 0.4 x IO’ to 
0.6 x 10s again caused an increase in stiffness (this time by 1513 with 
negligible changes in damping. Eieasurements were also made of lift derivatives 
da and 8~ which behaved In a similar way to the hinge-moment derivatives. The 

trend in the variation of stiffness nith Reynolds number is confirmed in some 
steady-flow measurements at high subsonic speedsa7. An aspect-ratio-2 triangular 
wing having a flap with constant chord approximately equal to 15;: Wng mean chord 
was tested over a speed range 0.5 < M d 1.2 using three different methods; a 

wing-flow/ 
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win&c-flow method with 1.0 x IO' < Re < 1.7 x 113~; 
with Reynolds number fixed at 5.3 x IO'; 

a model test in a large tunnel 
a rocket-model test with 

IO x IO' < Re < 20 x 10'. The value of dC /d 
h B 

measured by the first method was 
muoh less than the value obtained in the large tunnel, a typical increase in 
dC /d h B being from -0.12 x 10-s to -0.19 x IO-~ corresponding to a Reynolds 
number increase from 1.3 x IO' to 5.3 x 10e. However, neglecting an unusual 
trough in the values of dC /d around M = 0.85 in the rocket-model tests, there 

h B 
is no further appreciable increase when Reynolds number is increased into the 
range IO x IO8 to 20 x IO". 

An extensive study of oscillatory pressures on swept and unswept wings, 
each with a JO,% constant-chord flap, has been made by Hertrichs. The pressure 
distributions are analysed to give direct and cross derivatives for the wing-flap 
combinations and included are some comparisons between results where Reynolds 
number varied in the range 0.55 x IO” 5 b d 1.4 x IO6 and results where Reynolds 
number was fixed at 1.6 x IO'. None of the damping derivatives showed any 
effect of this small increase, but neither did the ms.joritiJ of the stiffness 
derivatives. Only in the case of the in-phase component of flap lift due to 
flap oscillation was there any indication of a consistent ohange - this derivative 
showed a tendency to increase with the small increase in Reynolds number. 

Some tests at representatively large Reynolds numbers from 
10.4 x lOat 14.8 x IO' were made by Wyss et ala* who tested a mid-span 30% flap 
on an unswept wing of aspect ratio 3 at speeds 0.60 d M d 1.12. They report 
that when Reynolds number was reduced by a factor of three, only small changes 
resulted in the trends and magnitudes of the data presented. 

5. Indirect Evidence 

In Sections 3 and 4, results are discussed of tests in which Reynolds 
number is varied or in which the effect of artificially fixing transition is 
noted. In view of the sensitivity of control-surface derivatives to variations 
in other parameters such as frequency parameter, Mach number, trailing-edge 
thickness, wing section etc., it is difficult to compare tests on different 
models for the purpose of evaluating scale effects. Nevertheless, in order to 
extend the limited evidence considered in the previous sections, some attempts 
are now made to compare relevant results for models having similar features. 

5.1 Two-dimensional results 

FPg.14, taken from Ref.29, shows a comparison between hinge moments 
measured on two-dimensional aerofoils each having a 25% flap. Transition was 
fixed near the leading edge of the models described in Refs.29, 30 and 31 and 
the Reynolds numbers did not exceed 4 x I@- 

d 
the larger aerofoil in Ref.32 

gave a Reynolds number greater than IO x 1 and transition was 'natural'. 
Each model had a different thickness to chord ratio, but if the effect Of 
increasing thickness is the same as that found in the three-dimensional tests 
described in Ref.22 then as thickness increases, the values of the 
hinge-moment stiffness derivatives should gradually decrease in magnitude. It 
oan be seen in Fig.14 that the thickest wing gives the largest values of 
stiffness derivative -h 

B 
so it is likely that the values for the other models 

have been significantly reduced due to fixing transition. The very low values 
for the NLR wing with a circular biconvex section may further have been 
influenced by the severe flow separation at the rear of the aeroflon reported 
by the euthors. Since an increase in thicknesstiom 4s to lO$ is shown in 
Ref.22 to have only small effects on damping at subsonic speeds (and Y s 0.5)~ 
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the changes in thickness indicated in Fig.14 do not accoud, for the substantial 
differences between values obtained with transition fixed and the value 
measured in ~ef.32. It follows from these two-dimensional tests that 
artificially fixing transition on small models at low Reynolds numbers does not 
satisfactorily reproduce results at large Reynolds number. 

5.2 Three-dimensional results 

The inilependerit investigations described in Refs.33 and 3!+ provide the 
most usefil comparison. In each case the model was a half-wing of cropped-delta 
planform with an aspect ratio of 2 made so that the fixed pa& was a triangular 
wing having approximately 60' smeepback with a rectangular full s an flap 
attached at its trailing edge. $ The half-wing used by Bratt et al s had a 6$ 
symmetrical section with the flap chord equal to 255 wing mean,chord. 
Oscillatory hinge moments were measzed in a small high-speed tunnel at speeds 
in the range 0.4 s M < 1.1 giving Reynolds numbers from 3.01 x 10s to 2.59 x IO', 
and the frequency parameter based on wing mean chord varied from about 0.15 to 
0.58 at M = 0.4 and 0.07 to 0.23 at M = 1.1. Martzs" made rocket-model tests 
on a 52 symmetrical wing with flap chord equal to 23% wing mean chord. The 
Mach number varied from 0.4 to 0.9 giving Reynolds numbers in the range 
3.5 < Re x IO-' < IV and frequency parameters in the range 0.3 c u < 0.7. The 
measured damping derivatives do not agree at all well in trend or magnitude as 
may be seen in Fig.15 which also includes some wind-tunnel measurements from 
Ref.35; the model tested in this case is again a 5$ triangular wing having sn 
aspect ratio of 2, but the control has only a 13$ chord and its outboard edge 
is swept to form a continuation of the wing leading edge. The Reynolds number 
was fixed at 3.1 x IO' and the frequency parameter had a quite high value between 
approximately 2.1 and 2.9. There was little change from earlier results with a 
much lower frequency (V z 0.5) and it is clear that the trend with Nach number 
has the same form AS that from Brat'c's experiments. It is unrealistic to 
attribute such marked differences in the trend of the rocket-test results to 
Reynolds number effects alone, and as the wind-tunnel measurements were aade 
under carefully controlled conditions the discrepancies are probably due to the 
influence of other factors on the decaying oscillation technique used in the 
free-flight tests. %.rtz notes i&at his experimental trends seem wrong in 
comparison with two-dimensional theory, and suggests that his measured damping 
derivatives may have been affected by flow disturbances at the inboard ends of 
the controls caused by part of his plucking mecharnsm. It might also be noted 
that at each Mach number only a few cycles were available for determining the 
rate of decay of the motion, and errors in damping are quoted to be as much as 
2308 at subsonic speeds. However, the stiffness derivatives are determined by 
measurement of frequency of oscillation and the errors are estimated to be 
less that ?lO$. Fig.16 shows that the stiffness derivatives from Refs.33 and 34 
are in excellent agreement which implies that there are no significant Reynolds 
number effects present. 

In Ref.36 Martin et al present some hinge-moment derivatives for a 
triangular wing which is identical to the wing described in Ref.35 except that 
the control surface has a bigger chord. Measurements made in a tunnel at a 
Reynolds number of 2.4 x IO' are compared with free-flight tests at Reynolds 
numbers in the range 3.5 < Re x IO-' < 18 on a similar wing with the control 
surfaoe having a thickened trailing edge. With reference to Fig.15, it can be 
seen that thickening the trailing edge of the rocket model used by Marts did 
not appreciably affect the timping derivatives and the same result was found in 
wind-tunnel tests of an unswept wing at subsonic speedsa6. Assuming that 
thickening the trailing edge of the triangular wing has a negligible effect on 
the results discussed by Martin et al, then since the damping derivatives 
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reproduced in Fig.17 are scen to be in reasonable agreement It follows that 
the Reynolds number effects on the results are not large. However, stiffness 
derivatives ore apparently quite sensitive to changes in trailing-edge 
thicltness and the good agreement on measured hinge-moment stiffness in Fig.17 
does not necessarily indicate ar absence of Reynolds number effects. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

There are very few papers whJch report measurements of oscillatory 
control-surface deriwtives other than hinge or tab moments. Au-thermore, only 
a minority of the published measurements of control forces include results which 
show the effect of variations in Reynolds number or the effect of artificially 
fixing boundary-layer transition. These are discussed in the present report and 
some general trends seem to be present. In the two-dimensional tests it appears 
that an increase in Reynolds number tendsto increase the magnitude of 
hrhives hP, hp, whilst artificially fixing transition decreases the hinge 

. This indicates that boundary-layer thickness is probably the dominant 
parameter because one might then expect that if the boundary layer is too thick 
(transition fixed) the control effectiveness is reduced whereas if the boundary 
layer is thinned (increase in Reynolds number) then control effectiveness js 
increased. If, however, boundary-layer separation is a feature of the flow 
then it is probably essential to obtain a turbulent boundary layer in order to 
avoid lamjnar separation. With no separation, the conclusion from the 
two-dimensional results is that when measurements are made at low Reynolds 
numbers transition should not be fixed in an attempt to simulate large-scale 
conditions; the hinge-moments with no transition will probably be rather low 
in value blut on fixing transition, they are decreased further. 

With three-dimesional tests the general effect on damping due to a 
change in Reynolds number or due to fixing transition appears to be small. For 
hinge stiffness, changes due to an increase in Reynolds number are often small 
but show a tendency to increase the value of -h 

P 
whereas its value decreases 

when transition is fixed, It is again probable that when boundary-layer 
separation occurs to the rear of the wing, results with boundary-layer 
transition fixed at low Reynolds numbers will be more representative Of 
full-scale values. With this proviso, the results discussed indicate that in 
order to obtain representative values of hinge-moment stiffness, tests at low 
Reynolds numbers are best done without a transition band on the model. With 
or without transition fixed, damping derivatives measured in a wind-tunnel 
appear to be representative of full scale Values. 

It must be emphasised that thes, D are tentative conclusions based on 
limited evidence. There is e need (notably to confirm the two-dimensional 
results) for careful measurement of control derivatives on a given model both at 
a large Reynolds number, i.e., Re > IO x I@, and at low Reynolds numbers with 
all other parameters constant. 1n particular, tests should he made with end 
without boundary-layer transition fjxed for a low Reynolds number and a high 
Reynolds number at the same Mach number and frequency parameter. Tests should also 
be made under conditions where boundary-layer separation occurs to the rear of 
the model. The trends of scale effects on oscillatory derivatives must be 
established conclusively by such tests before a reliable empirical method can be 
deduced for modifying theory to alloy for viscous effects as, for instance, has 
been dons for two-dimensional flaps in steady incompressible flows'. 
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List of Symbols 

% 

cL 

% 
0 

E 

M 

Re 

s 

v 

B 

Y 

" 

P 

m 

Derivatives 

H 

T 

L 

Subscript 

f 

Steady hinge-moment coeffioient 

steady lift coeffioient 

Steady pitching-moment ooeffioient 

Mean wing chord 

Ratio of flap mean chord to mean wing ohord 

Mach number 

Reynolds number based on mean wing chord 

Span of half-wing 

Velooity 

Amplitude of flap osoillation 

Amplitude of tab osoillation 

Frequency parameter = w/V 

Fluid densitg 

Frequenoy of oscillation, red.ians/seo 

Flap hinge moment 

= pVaoas [("a + ivh;dfl + (h,, + i"h+] 

Tab bin@ moment 

= pV=caR 
[ 

‘ta + iut$#8 + (tv + iI+ 1 
Lift 

= pV’c5 ‘ca + ivc )#4 + ‘8)) + ‘Iv+ y 
P 1 

Denotes derivative made non-dimensional with 
respect to control surface chord instead of 
wing mean chord 
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Table 1 

Effect of increase in Re 
4 

Effect of fixing transition 

Derivative Derivative 
Lef. Range of 

-h 
B 1 lhb( 

-h 
B I Ihi 

Rs x IO-- 

(a) Two-Dim ensional Tests 

,7 Negligible Increase 1 to 3 6,7 Decrease Decrease 1 to 3 

8 Increase Increase 1.2 to 3.7 9 Decrease - 1 
(v<l) 

3.o"E 9.2 10 Decrease - 14 

16 Increase Increase 1.6 to 3.2 18 Decrease Decrease 4 to 6 

(b) Three-Dimensional Tests 

36 Negligible Negligible 3.5 to IS 
and 
2.4 

l Stiffness derivative is positive in this case. 
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Moore, A. W. 

SCALE IDFEXTS ON OSCILLKTORY 
CONTROLSURFACEDEIUVATIVES 

The limited evidence available indicates that 
provided boundary-layer separation is not a feature of 
the flow, wind-tunnel measurements of control-surface 
derivatives should be made without fixing boundary-layer 
transition on a model. Aerodynamic hinge-moment 
stiffness tends to increase with Reynolds number but 
decreases sharply when transition is fixed. The clamping 
follows a similar pattern in txo-dimensional tests but 
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with three-dimensional tests neither an increase in 
Reymlds number nor fixing boundary-layer transition 
appears to have any significant effect. It is 
recommended that this result is checked by further 
systematic tests including measurements when 
boundary-layer separation is a feature of the flow. 
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